
 
CLUSTER AGENDA 

March 26, 2019 
1:30 pm to 3:30 pm 

Lake Worth Campus 
 

 
ITEM 1. Pillars of Instructional Excellence Activity 
 

To help faculty developers plan and schedule professional development activities for the 
Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence, please review the Pillars of Instructional 
Excellence (P.I.E) and then identify one Pillar with the most growth potential for the cluster. 
Consider the growth potential for both full-time and adjunct faculty. Once the Pillar is 
identified, add any explanation or support the cluster believes would help developers plan and 
schedule professional development activities districtwide. Submit by email to Jennifer Hudson 
(hudsonj@palmbeachstate.edu) 

 

Discussion: After much discussion on each of the pillars specifically thrive, assess and include the cluster 
selected Include. In focusing on Include the discussion revolved around teaching others to develop 
empathy, knowledge and understanding of the other. A training that promotes diversity and inclusion in 
teaching would help in promoting acceptance of different ideas and support democracy and free thinking in 
the classroom. Professor Naylor mentioned attending a workshop on implicit bias. The workshop was 
facilitated by Rhonda Trust-Schwartz and Kalisha Waldon. This workshop was suggested as a good 
training on the Include piece of the pie. Lystra Seenath will send an email to Jennifer Hudson regarding the 
cluster discussion on this agenda item 

 
Source: Pillars of Instructional Excellence (P.I.E.): https://www.palmbeachstate.edu/PIE/ 

 
 
ITEM 2. Guided Pathways for Anthropology 
 

Discussion: Mary Sullivan presented the 15 to finish guided pathways track she has been working on. 
Professor Seenath expressed concerns about including two semesters of foreign language as part of the 
track. Associated Dean Jyrece McClendon explained the foreign language criteria. Professor Naylor 
suggested adding SYG courses in place of the foreign language courses. Professor Sullivan also mentioned 
that Descriptive Geology and World Literature would benefit students. The cluster supported Professor 
Sullivan’s selection of courses and expressed appreciation for the work done on creating the Pathway for 
Anthropology. Professor Sullivan will make the changes to the pathway and email the information to 
Associate Dean Susan Caldwell. 

 
Source: Guided Pathways 
 
 

ITEM 3. General Education petition for PHI1100 
 

Discussion: Luke Rogers had a petition for PHI1100 to be part of the General Education curriculum. 
Professor Seenath informed Professor Rogers that the request would need to go to the Humanities cluster. 

mailto:hudsonj@palmbeachstate.edu
https://www.palmbeachstate.edu/PIE/


Professor Naylor agreed because Philosophy falls under Humanities. Professor Rogers is aware he needs to 
contact Associate Dean Vernon Grant regarding his request 

 
Source: Catalog for course listings 
 
 
ITEM 4. Guided Pathways for Sociology 
 

Discussion: Professor Seenath pointed out that during the last semester of the Sociology 15 to finish 
pathway students are guided to take either REL2300 or INR2002. Because these courses are not 
consistently offered on all campuses Professor Seenath asked the cluster to consider an alternative course. 
ECO2013 was mentioned as a good alternative course. The cluster members all agreed that this course 
should be added as an alternative to REL2300 or INR2002 on the guided pathway 

 
Source: 
 
 
 
ITEM 5. Textbooks 
 

Discussion: The cluster discussed textbooks for INR2002 and PHI1010 because textbook affordability 
remains a concern for the cluster. The cluster decided to continue using the textbook presently used for 
INR2002 and PHI1010 for the next academic year. Professor Raza and Fleischman will research free 
textbooks for both courses and present their findings to the cluster during the Fall cluster meeting. No other 
textbook changes were discussed. 

 
Source: 
 
 
 
ITEM 6. Credentialing criteria 
 

Discussion: The cluster was asked to consider the criteria for credentialing and whether or not any changes 
should be considered. The timeliness of credentialing was discussed. Sometimes it takes a long time to 
credential a faculty member. There were no other challenges that could be identified in terms of 
credentialing. 

 
Source: 
 
 
 

Attendance: Heather Naylor 
                      Asif Raza 
                      Luis Fleischman 
                      Lystra Seenath 
                      Luke Rogers 
                      Mary Sullivan 

 

Submitted by: 
 

[Lystra Seenath], Scribe 
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